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The Quinquennial Digest N. Ramaratnam 1967
The Pakistan Journal of Forestry 2004
Taking Traditional Knowledge to the Market Maarten Bode 2008 Taking Traditional
Knowledge to the Market explores the paradox at the heart of the ayurvedic and
unani medicine manufacturing industry to present itself as modern and
traditional, common and professional at the same time. On the one hand, the
natural, wholesome and authentic nature of these medicines is juxtaposed with
the synthetic , violent and iatrogenic character of western medicines, which
dominate the Indian market. They are linked to Indian popular culture, the
heyday of Indian civilisation, and a humane approach to medicine. At the same
time, large ayurvedic and unani manufacturers use modern science and technology
to create a competitive edge and distance themselves from the image of
backwardness, that also sticks to Indian medical traditions. Based on an
ethnographic fieldwork, from 1996 to 2002, Maarten Bode studies five Indian
ayurvedic and unani medicine firms Hamdard, Zandu, Dabur, Himalaya and Arya
Vaidya Sala. The narrative follows the perspective of these manufacturers and
hence provides an insight into the categorisations and the characteristics of
the consumer. Bode also reveals that researches conducted by large ayurvedic
and unani manufacturers on their best-selling brands follow logic-positivistic
and biomedical lines, often ignoring humoral concepts and classical
pharmacological notions.
The All Pakistan Legal Decisions 1992 "Containing cases decided by the Federal
Court, Privy Council, High Courts of Dacca, Lahore and Baghdad-ul-Jadid, Azad
Jammu and Kashmir, Chief Court of Sind, Judicial Commissioner's Courts-Baluchistan and Peshawar, and revenue decisions Punjab" (varies).
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1965 Issues for 1919-47 include Who's who in India; 1948, Who's who in India
and Pakistan.
Delhi Gazetteer Prabha Chopra 1976
NGOs in the Muslim World Susumu Nejima 2015-10-30 Muslim NGOs are continuously
expanding their field of activities to various areas, including education,
medical services, environment, aging societies, gender issues, and interreligious dialogue. They are visible in an urban slum in Pakistan, rural
development in Indonesia, and even in Fukushima in Japan to distribute hot
meals among the affected people. Muslim NGOs have become a global phenomenon.
Though there have been many studies on "political Islam", only a few approaches
to broaden our understanding of Muslim NGOs have appeared. NGOs in the Muslim
World brings together contributors familiar with the local language who have
each been engaged with fieldwork for many years. Based on empirical
anthropological and sociological studies in Japan, Indonesia, Pakistan, Iran,
Turkey, and Jordan, they explore key issues concerning the role and work of
Muslim NGOs, from the inspirations Muslims take from holy texts to the
religious expectations of volunteers devoting their time to charitable causes.
The book discusses the relationship of Muslim organizations with Islamic
institutions, as well as their interpretations of the contemporary issues faced
by NGOs within a specifically Islamic framework. As a result, NGOs in the
Muslim World provides fresh insight into Muslims’ faith-based initiatives
concerning contemporary issues. This book will be of interest to students and
scholars from diverse disciplines including anthropology, sociology, political
science and history, as well as Middle Eastern and Islamic Studies.
Seminar 1997
The National Union Catalogs, 1963- 1964
Herbal Medicines Md. Zulfeequar Alam 2008
Branded in History Ramya Ramamurthy 2021-10-25 What did advertising campaigns
look like 100 years ago? How did early brands capture the imagination of Indian
consumers? How deep are the roots of modern consumer behaviour in the country?
Lux soaps, Jabakusum hair oil, Woodward's Gripe Water, Atlas Cycles, Dalda,
Mafatlal Textiles - these evergreen brands have immortalized themselves by
capitalizing on emerging trends for almost a hundred years. These popular
brands as well as others lesser known (though equally iconic) can teach modernday brands a thing or two about surviving in a market that is in constant flux.
Focusing on a century bookended by two movements for independence, Branded in
History draws readers into the fascinating story of how colonial Indian brands
- both home-grown and foreign - were produced, distributed and marketed between
1847 and 1947, a time when branding as a concept was still in its infancy. From
consumer goods to consumables, household utilities to toiletries, and heavy
industries to medical supplies, this book explores the reasons behind the
successes and failures of the earliest brands in the subcontinent, and presents
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valuable and relevant marketing lessons from an era gone by.
MODERN LETTER WRITING COURSE ARUN SAGAR 'ANAND' 2015-01-06 A 30-day course to
write simple, sharp and attractive letters for all occasionsThis book is a
compilation, in simple and practical manner, of all letters a person may use to
express his views/idea/opinion on all occasions, such as, personal, social and
business. The course is intended to be completed within 30 days. The book comes
along with a CD that contains the English translation of all Hindi letters
included in the book. The book contains sample of informal letters (personal
letters, and letters to family, friends and relatives etc.) and formal ones
(addressed to government, non-government, business, editors etc.). This book
will be found quite useful in writing quality: and impressive letters in every
field.
Hamdard Remedies, Specialities, Common Compounds and Ayurvedic Medicines
Hamdard Dawakhana, Delhi 1959
Proceedings of the National Seminar on Research Methodology in Unani Medicine
1998
Hazardous Substances in India and the World T. R. Subramanya 2021-05-26 This
book examines the nature of hazardous substances and the law governing them,
including international conventions, relevant directives and Indian legislation
from the pre-independence period to the present. It focuses on legislations
passed in the area of hazardous substances, highlighting the background
relevant to the continued growth of international environmental law across the
globe. It reviews existing strategies available in developing countries and the
lack of a systematic approach in administering hazardous substances management
programs. The author unfolds the dynamics of hazardous substances, the trade of
such substances, transboundary movements and their restrictions through
rigorous analyses and evaluation of cases. The book explores the question of
liability in hazardous substance litigation, offers an understanding of several
judicial decisions in the context, and suggests measures to control and manage
the problem of hazardous substances. Authoritative, lucid and comprehensive,
this book will be useful to students, researchers and policymakers working on
environment, law, international environmental law and development studies, as
well as to legal professionals, judicial officers and NGOs.
Indian Law Reports 1944
Indian Journal of Pharmacy 1967
Delhi, Development and Change I. Mohan 2000
The Politics of Self-Expression Markus Daechsel 2006-09-27 The 1930s to 1950s
witnessed the rise and dominance of a political culture across much of North
India which combined unprecedented levels of mobilization and organization with
an effective de-politicization of politics. On the one hand obsessed with world
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events, people also came to understand politics as a question of personal
morality and achievement. In other words, politics was about expressing the
self in new ways and about finding and securing an imaginary home in a fastmoving and often terrifying universe. The scope and arguments of this book make
an innovative contribution to the historiography of modern South Asia, by
focusing on the middle-class milieu which was the epicentre of this new
political culture.
List of Factories in West Pakistan Registered Under the Factories Act, 1934
West Pakistan (Pakistan). Directorate of Labour Welfare 1964
HUMAN RIGHTS LAW AND PRACTICE, SECOND EDITION DAS, JATINDRA KUMAR 2022-03-24
The book, written with a rich teaching and research experience of the author,
emphasises the critical evaluation of contemporary human rights law and
practice with special reference to India. It evaluates the ongoing discourse on
various issues relating to life, liberty, equality, and human dignity and their
reflections in international human rights law referring to the state practices
through constitutional guarantees, judicial decisions as well as through
enacting appropriate legislations. This lucid and comprehensive book is
logically organised into nine chapters. Beginning with the theoretical
foundations of human rights law referring to origin, development, and theories
of human rights at the preliminary level, the book proceeds to “International
Bill of Human Rights” demonstrating various facets of civil and political
rights as well as economic, social and cultural rights. It further discusses
the importance of human rights law in protection against inhuman wrongs and
examines a large number of debates concerning human rights to the development
and protection of the environment. Then, it moves on to explore various issues
relating to human rights in Indian Constitutional Law. The second half of the
book emphasises the protection of the rights of women and children, which has
been the focal point of all human rights discussions. It also deals with the
scope and ambit of the rights of indigenous peoples and minorities including
their protection. At the end, the book examines the utility and justifications
of human rights law in protecting the rights of people with disabilities
(divyang). NEW TO THIS EDITION • Law on HIV/AIDS Management • Covid-19
Management law • Legislative aspect of protection of the environment • Recent
law on triple talaq • Decriminalisation of adultery • Right of Hindu women to
offer worship in Sabrimala temple • Right to access to justice, judicial
review, legal aid, and speedy trial • Surrogacy and reproductive right • Law on
POSCO • Hard law and soft law, and Recent law on divyang Though the book is
primarily designed for LL.B., B.A.LL.B., LL.M., and courses on human rights, it
will be equally beneficial for the researchers, academicians, jurists, lawyers,
judges as well as members of civil societies. TARGET AUDIENCE LL.B., B.A.LL.B.,
LL.M., and courses on human rights.
The Times of India Directory and Year Book Including Who's who 1964
Directory of Industrial Establishments in West Pakistan. - West Pakistan.
Directorate of Industries and Commerce 1969
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National Formulary of Unani Medicine 1983
Hamdard 1982 Quarterly journal of science and medicine.
Biographical Dictionary of Indian Scientists Anjana Chattopadhyay 2002 The
Biographical Dictionary of Indian scientists aims to record all possible facts
about achievements of the ancient to the contemporary scientists of India. It
unravels the history of Indian science through brief biographical notes on
scientists. Remarkable scientific achievement of hundreds of human minds have
been gathered herein quite comprehensively.
Statewide List of Drug Manufacturers Showing Their Names and Addresses, the
Types of Licenses Held by Them Under the Drugs Act and the License Numbers as
Available on 1-1-1964 India. Directorate General of Health Services 1964
Pakistan Annual Law Digest 1989
India Today 2003-04
History of Eastern Medicine 1959
National Union Catalog 1973 Includes entries for maps and atlases.
Trade Marks Journal 1973
Bulletin of Medico-ethno-botanical Research 1981
Struggles and Sorrows Hardayal Hardy 1984
Medicine and Life Sciences in India B. V. Subbarayappa 2001 The Spectrum Of
This Volume Encompasses The Substantive Dimensions Of Vedic Medicine; Ayurveda,
Unani And Siddha Systems; A Comparative Overview Of Them; Yoga; Folk-Medicine;
Indian Medicine In The Colonial Period; An Appraisal Of Indian Pharmaceuticals;
Traditional Knowledge Of Plants And Animals, Besides On Introductory
Perspective On Traditional Medicine. In Its Twenty-Two Chapters Contributed By
Experts In Their Fields, This Volume Endeavours To Present Authentic And
Critical Insights Into The Nature And Structure As Well As The Expanse Of
Medicine In India. It Has An Extensive Bibliography Of Over Eight Hundred
Titles, Both Primary And Secondary, For Further Studies By Those Who Are
Interested In Indian Medicine. This Volume Is Perhaps The First Of Its Type In
Providing Under One Cover Practically A Complete Picture Of Medicine As
Developed In India Right From The Vedic Times.
Proposed Education in India Janardan Gaur 1978
Business World 2003
Medicine and Medical Policies in India Poonam Bala 2007 Poonam Bala tenaciously
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follows the developmental trajectory of medical pluralism in India with a keen
eye to the dynamic social production of health and healing systems as social
systems, practices, and technologies of power.
List of Trade Unions in India India. Labour Bureau 1958
Herbal Bioactives and Food Fortification D. Suresh Kumar 2016-02-12 Recent
major shifts in global health care management policy have been instrumental in
renewing interest in herbal medicine. However, literature on the development of
products from herbs is often scattered and narrow in scope. Herbal Bioactives
and Food Fortification: Extraction and Formulation provides information on all
aspects of the extraction of biological actives from plants and the development
of dietary supplements and fortified food using herbal extracts. The book
begins with a brief survey of the use of herbs in different civilizations and
traces the evolution of herbal medicine, including the emergence of
nutraceuticals from the discipline of ethnopharmacology and the Alma Ata
Declaration of 1978. It moves on to describe various aspects of the extraction
process, including selection of plant species, quality control of raw
materials, the comminution of herbs, and the selection of solvents. It also
describes the optimization of extraction in relation to response surface
methodology before describing uses of herbal extracts in food supplements and
fortified foods. With special attention paid to stability analysis and the
masking of tastes, the book gives an overview of the formulation of various
types of tablets, capsules, and syrups using herbal extracts. It also describes
the benefits of foods fortified with herbal extracts such as soups, yogurt,
sauces, mayonnaise, pickles, chutneys, jams, jellies, marmalades, cheese,
margarine, sausages, bread, and biscuits, as well as some beverages. Herbal
Bioactives and Food Fortification covers the fundamental steps in herbal
extraction and processing in a single volume. It explains how to choose,
optimize, analyze, and use extracts for fortification, making it an excellent
source for nutraceutical researchers and practitioners in science and industry.
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